From a Reference to the desired article

1. The way of searching and accessing depends on the publication type ✦ Analyze the reference:


The form reminds of a journal article – but some things are missing like the [Title of the article]:

[NAME, first name], [Title of the article], in [Name of journal] Volume, year of publication, issue number: page(s). *

"more details on LOTSE > provide and research for literature > strategy for literature research > Essay…: http://lotse.sub.uni-hamburg.de/fachuebergreifend/literatur_recherchieren_und_beschaffen/strategien_zur_literatursuche/aufsatz_buch_zeitschrift-de.php

2. The identification of the publication type was not possible until now, so try it with GoogleScholar to get additional bibliographic data:

3. Click on the hit with the biggest possible compliance to your data

4. Case A: You get to the correct journal „Tetrahedron Letters“: click on title/cover to find the right volume (Vol.30):

5. With the help of the page numbers 2739-2742 you can find the correct issue:

6. Via the page numbers you get to the desired article:
**Case B:** If you don’t know whether or not this is an eJournal and whether or not this is licensed by us, you can check it via [ZDB](https://www.zdb.uni-bremen.de) (Zeitschriftendatenbank/ journals’ database), which references all printed and electronic journals:

* If you filter (after searching the journal’s title and clicking on it) the desired year...

...you can see that we have both of them, the printed and the digital version:

For the electronic access you can go on as described in the manual, [from the eJournal to the article](#).

If you have any questions please contact us.
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